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     Nancy Dizon just wanted a quiet dinner with

husband Jack Korionoff Ruby Tuesday, a popular

Alexandria restaurant. It turned ugly when a

waitress served her Caucasian-looking husband

the steak-and-crabcake meal they ordered, but

allegedly refused to give her food. And when she

complained, Dizon alleged the manager accused

the pair of abusing the salad bar.

     Dizon, a native of Calinog, Iloilo, has filed a

racial discrimination complaint with the Human

Rights Commission in nearby Fairfax County. “The

lady took our order, she was not pleasant at all,”

Dizon told ABS - CBN ’s Balitang America. “From

the beginning, nafi-feel ko na bias sa akin, parang

ayaw sa akin.”

     Dizon and Korionoff, half-Russian, half-

Filipino, said it was the second time they

patronized the restaurant along Richmond

Highway. They obviously liked their first visit

enough to come back. 

Asian features

      Her Asian features were unmistakable but

Korionoff, with his white hair and fair complexion,

looked Caucasian. Dizon is convinced this was

the root of the demeanor allegedly shown by the

waitress, a certain Marie who is Bhite.

     “After she took our order umalis na siya, sabi

ko doon sa hostess: ‘Can we please have another

waitress?’ Kasi I’m not really comfortable with

this lady, sabi ko medyo hindi pleasant ang attitude

niya sa akin. Sabi ng hostess: ‘Sorry, she is the

only one assigned to that section,” Dizon

recounted.

Fil-Am files racial

discrimination vs.

Ruby Tuesday resto

Filipina Domestic Denounces Diplomat Abuse
      Another Filipina domestic helper has come out
to denounce a member of the diplomatic
community in Washington, DC.
     Ma. Loisa Gil – Malou to friends - tells ABS-
CBN News that Oren Sagir, allegedly a member
of the Israeli Embassy security staff, violated the
work contract they signed in Quezon City in
September 2006 before she agreed to go to the
United States. The contract specified wages of
$284 a week plus overtime but Gil alleges she was
paid barely half of that promised amount.
    “Sana $1,200 a month, ang ginagawa $500 a
month lang. Kukuhanan pa ‘yan ng renta ng bahay.
Kaunti na lang matitira, mga $300 a month na lang,
papadala ka pa sa Pilipinas,” she said.
     Gil, a single mother, is supporting a child who
lives with her parents back home.
     She claimed to have regularly worked 10 to
12-hour days - on some days - close to midnight
taking care of her employer’s five-month-old child,
without overtime pay.   Continued on Page 23
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     Hold on tight, the US economy is not getting

any better despite the infusion of some $700 Billion

rescue funds from the Federal government.

Economic experts are quite certain that the

meltdown will even get worse up to next year.

Harvard senior lecturer on economics Jeff

Miron said the bailout plan is useless because the

policies that created these problems are still in

place, he said in an interview over Fox Business

News.

“The economy was on the way down

even before the latest tightening in the credit

crunch,” said Global Insight economist Nigel Gault

in an internet news service.

Reviving the US Economy – How?

At this point, the rise in unemployment takes on

the fastest pace in the last five years.  The Labor

Department has reported that 760,000 jobs were

lost this year, and counting.  About 9.5 million

people are jobless this year, compared to last year’s

2.2 million. Unemployment rate now stands at 6.1

percent from last year’s 4.7 percent.

Economists predict that the unemployment

rate could reach to 7 or 7.5%  in the late 2009.

They say that the joblessness could worsen even

before signs of economic recovery could be felt.

So how should the US economy be

revived? This is the nagging question that every

ordinary American citizen is asking.

            Continued on Page 23

By Marivir R. Montebon

By Rodney J. Jaleco

ABS-CBN News Network
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EDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIALEDITORIAL

Bailout, For Wall Street or Main Street?
By Arnedo S. Valera, Esq.

Continued on Page 23

     As public pressure mounts, Congress in a cathartic

fashion, gave its stamped approval to a revised  “ $700

billion financial bailout package.” It’s the greatest

economic news of the week, as President Bush enacts

the historical rescue of the decade, only to be

overshadowed by the announcement of another

159,000 losing their jobs in September and stocks

continue to fall.  Obviously, the bailout package was

signed because there was no alternative presented and

the political risk is better than a “to do nothing

attitude”.   The impact  of the government’s decision

to invest billions to save Wall Street remains unclear

especially to Main Street, Martin Luther King Street,

Chavez Street and all the inner streets  across the nation.

Hence, we need a cue analysis of this financial bailout

so we can have a full grasp of its influence and whether

our government did the right thing or the wrong thing.

      “Financial meltdown” that’s how the economists

describes the current crisis. This will adversely affect

the entire global economy through its main links: trade,

investment, debt, banking and financial systems—a

“Global economic Armageddon”.  Robert J. Samuelson

mildly described our woes when he said: “What we are

witnessing, in the broadest sense, is the bankruptcy

of modern economics”.

     “Collapse” and “bailout” are the favorite economic

buzzwords at Wall Street and Main Street in the last

few days.  However, an ordinary taxpayer at Main

Street seems to be in a state of confusion and at the

brink of panic.  Nobody knows what exactly this

“collapse” is all about—even the government was

“surprised” by it. Economists, politicians and media

pundits are in unison in declaring that back in August

2007 the bubble started to burst—"when sub-prime

mortgage backed securities began imploding in the

portfolios of banks and hedge funds from around the

world”.  Since the middle of September, 2008, major

investment banks, of which three are considered the

icons of finance capitalism—Lehman Brothers, Bear

Stearns and Merrill Lynch—became non-existent

entities.

     Of course it is still fresh in our minds when, on March

14, 2008, “the US Federal Reserve guaranteed the loans

of JP Morgan to rescue Bear Stearns, the fifth largest

investment bank in the US with $2.5 trillion worth of

trading contracts with firms from around the world.”

Followed by the Federal Government unprecedented

decision to take over the two biggest mortgage lending

agencies in the country—Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac

last September 7, 2008. Placing US housing finance

under direct government control and increasing the

gross liabilities of the US government by $5.4 trillion,

which is equal to 40% of GDP. Then on September 16,

2008, the US Federal Reserve agreed to extend an $85

billion loan to American International Group (AIG), one

of the World’s biggest private insurers with operations

in 130 countries to save it from bankruptcy.  With the

U.S at the epicenter, this financial earthquake has

created “economic tsunamis” that has shaken and

shocked stock markets around the globe—”forcing the

world’s leading central banks to band together and

inject $300 billion into the global financial system to

ease the credit crunch and prevent further panic.”

     Wall Street, as expected welcomed with open arms,

the proposed “bailout” of $700 billion, touted as a

necessary evil to prevent a colossal collapse of the

economy never witnessed after the “Great

Depression”. But what about us from the Main Street,

the Martin Luther King Street, Cesar Chavez Street

and all the inner street?  Are we also being rescued by

this “bailout package”? Will this package at least lower

between bankruptcies and medical bills.   “Study Ties

Bankruptcy to Medical Bills”,  published in New York

Times on February 2, 2008  shows that hundreds of

thousands of Americans file for personal bankruptcy
each year because of medical bills—even though they

have health insurance… Many lost their jobs (and
their insurance) because they got sick, while others

faced thousands of dollars in co-payments and
deductibles and for services not covered by their

insurance. This is indeed a revelation.

      On the other hand, equally revealing is one of the

lead stories  at New York Times of September 22, 2008

“BIG FINANCIERS START LOBBYING FOR

WIDER AID”, which tells us:  “Even as policy makers
worked on details of $700 billion bailout of the
financial industry, Wall Street began looking for ways

to profit from it.  Financial Firms were lobbying to
have all manner of troubled investments covered, not

just those related to mortgages.  At the same time,
investment firms were jockeying to oversee all the

assets that Treasury plans to take off the books of
financial a role that could earn them hundreds of

millions of dollars a year in fees.  Nobody wants to be
left out of Treasury’s proposal to buy up bad assets of

financial institutions.
     The September 26 issue of Daily News has this

story: Rudy Giuliani is positioning his law firm to
cash in on Wall Street’s train wreck- a move that has

become a gift to political enemies of his pal John
McCain……  Even as the nation’s $700 billion,

taxpayer-funded Wall Street bailout was still being
hashed out, the former mayor announced Thursday

his high-powered law firm has set up a task force. Its
mission: to help corporate clients get a piece of the

action…..Giuliani is not the only one poised to profit
from opportunities created by the mega-meltdown, but

he is the most politically famous.  Giuliani is a prime
surrogate for Republican McCain, who has called the

economic meltdown “the greatest crisis since the end
of World War II “and has assailed Wall Street for

“unbridled greed”.  We, in Main Street should be

the price of gasoline? Will it perhaps provide tax cuts

or financial cushions for ordinary people like us? Will

it set moratorium on housing foreclosures? Will it

include suspending monthly mortgage payments to

allow us accumulate much needed “savings”? Will

these package lower costs of health care and create a

special fund for uninsured and underinsured? Will this

bailout extend other forms of basic social services in

response to soaring hunger and homelessness across

the nation? Will they  bailout the aging and dying

Filipino-American Veterans? Most likely, it will not, but

the financial elites will be extremely ecstatic with the

desired and immediate effects of the bailout package

because it was designed for the big capitalist.

     Why am I bringing the Wall Street vs. the Main

Street in this bailout package? Because at the other

end of the spectrum, are the daily wage earners, the

millions of ordinary hard working Americans who

grapple daily with their basic needs including health

care, often assuming two jobs just to make both ends

meet and who are caught in the vortex of this financial

maelstrom.

     Some politicians and policy makers have sought to

pin the blame on the ordinary working class for

obtaining mortgages they cannot afford, but a recent

study from Harvard University legal and medical

researchers reveals a different perspective: the nexus

appalled by the greed and insatiable appetite for profit

of Wall Street.

          Let me get this straight.  After intensely listening

to President Bush and Treasury Secretary Paulson’s

hard sell of  the  proposed $700 billion bailout and

hastily rushing  for its approval, (thank God, it

collapsed),   I immediately sensed that $700 billion   was

a made up  figure. There is no sound basis as to   how

they came up with that amount.  For all we know, they

picked the $700 billion figure from the infinite blue sky

or the heartland of their fertile imaginations.

     And who are actually being rescued? Who will

benefit in the immediate and suffer the burden in the

long term?  Who will pay for this rescue mission? One

thing for certain, as common sense economics dictates,

whenever the Federal Government intervenes in a

massive financial bailout like this, taxes from working

people, low income citizens will  be used.

     It is therefore, not too much or unreasonable, to ask

our Government to protect both Wall Street and Main

Street. Our government represents not only the

billionaires and millionaires of Wall Street but more so,

the hard working Americans being financially squeezed

and struggling to pay their bills and look for additional

income for food, rent, mortgage, health care and

education. If our government continues to spend $400

And who are actually being rescued? Who will benefit in

the immediate and suffer the burden in the long term?
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     It is indubitable that Philippine

history and culture have proceeded

from the country’s colonial

experiences under Spain and the

United States.  Certainly, our history

has determined and shaped

everything that we are today

     Thus, there is truth to the point

often made  of Philippine art and

culture as being “westernized,” and

as a writer once said, “perpetually

inchoate.”  The art and cultural

scenarios and practices, particularly

in the hegemonic centers, have

continued to take after models and

paradigms provided currently by the

West, and especially by the United

States. Meantime, except for the

language, the Spanish component

from 400 years of Spanish

colonialism has faded expectedly as

Spain fell.  On the other hand, the

deliberate propagation and use of the

English language have helped keep

the Filipino people in bondage or in

tune, so to speak, to U.S. colonialism

and imperialist goals, long after the

colonialists are supposed to have left. 

      This does not mean, however,

that we did not have such a cultural

tradition and a past that was in place

long before the colonizers came to

our shores. It may have been

fortunate for the Filipinos  not to have

been taught the Spanish language –

except for the Ilustrados who

learned it on their own – because their

sense of  nationhood and identity

remained intact somehow, even after

four centuries of bondage to Spain.

As we know, the situation changed

radically as the Americans imposed

their language on the people and

made it the medium of instruction in

the schools. Subsequently, the

consciousness of the colonial subject

grew upon the people and as Frantz

Fanon in his classic book, The

Wretched of the Earth, pointed out,

the feeling of “anomie” and

“alienation” arose as colonialism

targeted the systematic destruction

of our native culture. What Spain

failed to do in four hundred years –

i.e., colonize the minds of the people

– the United States completed in half

a century.  Inevitably, many may

have lost their memory of a native,

pre-colonial Filipino tradition or of an

indigenous Filipino art and culture that

existed long ago.

      The rediscovery of the native

self and of indigenous Philippine art

and culture can occur only outside the

colonial framework or, in short,

among the indigenous peoples

themselves who were untouched or

who resisted colonization.

Subsequently, we locate these sites

of resistance among the lumads or

natives in the mountains and the

hinterlands, but most clearly in

Mindanao where, it is told, no

conquest or colonization by either

Spain or America ever took place. 

The indigenous peoples of Mindanao,

Muslims or lumads, have lived out

their culture, rituals, and art practices

all throughout and continue to resist

invation even up to the present.

      The war in Mindanao which goes

back to time immemorial and

continues up to the present has taken

a great toll on the life and over-all

conditions of the Mindanao peoples, 

and will continue to tear them down

but that has always been the story of

peoples who struggle against foreign

invasion and conquest.  If there is a

good thing that emerges out of such

state of war and chaoes, it is that the

culture has remained well preserved

and may have been strengthened

more by the continuous battering that

it has endured up to this day.

Sometimes,  one begins to question

what exactly is the shape of

Philippine culture as it changes and

adopts itself not only to the changing

times but also, primarily, to what is

being brought to bear upon it from ,

unfortunately, the often unkind,

exploitative world outside. 

Nonetheless, if one were to reclaim

our native culture it has to be found

painfully in such a place of

devastation as Mindanao.

      At first sight, the culture, art

forms, life ways of the indigenous

peoples of Mindanao, whether

Muslims or the uplanders and

lumads, are obviously different from

those of the Northerners or even

those in the middle regions of the

Visayas. The religion of Islam which

the Mindanao peoples have kept as

they resisted Christian conversion

and colonization may have

ssomething to do with it, but the

indigenous peoples wear their native

dresses, including malongs, tubaos,

tinalaks, kofiyas, hijabs, and other

hand-woven textiles and fabric in

distinct contrast to the western

apparel worn by those from Luzon

and the Visayas.  As with all

indigenous peoples, the

consciousness and conception of art

and beauty appear naturally

interwoven with or latched on to life

itself, perhaps in contrast to the

western idea of the formal

separation, even antithesis, between

art and life.  The visual designs are,

therefore, visible everywhere in their

weavings – on Maguindanao or

Maranao malongs, on T’boli’s

tinalaks, or the grandiose costumes

worn by Higaoonons, Manobos, and

other upland tribes — in the exterior

and interior of houses, in naga

carvings or etchings on  kulintang

or gandingan gongs and stands, for

instance, or their native musical

instruments (kubings,  and

We have an indigenous culture in our blood
By Nonilon V. Queano, Ph.D.

IPAG Performance in September, 2006 at

Kennedy Center, Washington, DC.
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scabbards of krises and other

weapons of  war).   

     Similarly, among the indigenous,

music and dances are part of daily

life activities, rituals, and

ceremonies.  The Maranaos and

Maguindanaoans are known for their

elaborate rituals and ceremonies that

are always celebrated with dancing

and kulintang playing.  The

kulintang which consists of eight

graduated, embossed gongs –

representing the musical scale, which

is its own and quite unlike the regular

octave of western music – is the

main instrument that plays the basic

melodic patterns, such as binalig,

tanggunggo, tidtu,  kasulampid,

and others.  The full kulintang

ensemble includes the accompanying

instruments of the native drum

(dabakan), the broad, flat hanging

gongs called gandingan, and the

large, deep sounding, bass, embossed

gongs known as the agung.  A single,

flat gong known as babandir  is also

often played to keep time. 

Kulintang music is played at social

functions and are also often

accompanied by various court

dances including the malong

(kapamalong-malong), fan (afir-

afir), scarf (kasaduratan), bamboo

Dr. Nonilon V. Queano has a Ph.D. in Comparative Literature from the

University of the Philippines Diliman and is Full Professor of Comparative

Literature, English, Philippine Studies, and Creative Writing also at UP

Diliman.  A multi-awarded poet, playwright, and fictionist (Palanca, CCP,

Talaang Ginto, and others), he was UP artist-in-residence, Associate for

Drama of the UP Creative Writing Center and in 1988, represented the

Philippines in the Iowa International Writing Program, Iowa City. 

     He has two books of plays and poetry (Ang Katutubo at Iba Pang

Dula  and Alipato at Iba pa, and has written and published poems, plays,

stories, and songs.  He is a founding member and member of the Board of

Advisers of Akdang Bayan, a national writers organization in the

Philippinesand also a consultant, lead kulintang musician, composer, and

scriptwriter of Kinding Sindaw, a New York-based Filipino American cultural

performing troupe.  His plays and songs were performed and featured at

various festivals in the Philippinesand in the US. At present, he is writing a

full-length novel (Ang Rebolusyonista [The Revolutionist]) under a UP

Creative Writing grant, and preparing his various literary and creative works

(plays, poetry, fiction, and songs), including his Ph.D. dissertation manuscript,

“The Aesthetics of Philippine Revolutionary and Underground Poetry” 

for publication.

(singkil), nail (pangalay) dances,

and many others.  On the other hand,

some of the ritual dances which are

performed mainly by the lumads or

the uplanders include, the madal

tanum (rice planting), madal onok

(bird hunting), madal soyew

(courtship), the birthing ritual, fishing

ritual, and various others that are

connected with the daily life

activities of the indigenous peoples

of Mindanao.

      Of course, chanting and

storytelling are part, as well, of this

art form. The Bayok or chanter and

storyteller usually draws from the

Mindanao epic, Darangen which

includes the exploits of a noble

warrior named Prince Bantugan, for

the stories that are told and sung at

social gatherings, the storytelling

sometimes taking days to  complete.

Among the Bagobos, an epic

narrative, Tuwaang, also exist. The

epic, as we know, originates from

some historic past and occurs in

other regions as well – Labaw

Donggon in Bicol, Hinilawod in

Central Panay, Lam-ang in the

Ilocos, Hudhud (notably the story

of Aliguyon) in Ifugao and the

Cordilleras.  As the epics are

symbolic narratives that refer, even

if metaphorically, to a people’s

culture, they are forgotten by or lost

to colonized peoples.  Thus, the

Christianized and colonized Filipinos,

especially those of the Tagalog

regions appear to have lost their epic.

      It is unfortunate that many of the

our indigenous art forms and traditions

are in real danger of extinction, as

the country gets continually victimized

or attacked by foreign predators. 

The war in Mindanao which

continues to escalate up to the

present actually goes back to colonial

or pre-colonial times, but oftentimes,

nobody recognizes the real nature or

map of that conflict. Subsequently, a

celebration of art and culture among

peoples who are forced into a war

of resistance can be viewed only as

some re-creation of a romantic past,

because obviously war and chaos

will not allow playing of music,

dancing, or storytelling.  In the end,

it is true that those who struggle

against conquest and invasion are

driven and fired by a passion and a

courage of the heart that comes from

the very soul, the very core of their

being.

URGENT ANNOUNCEMENT

Postponement of the 18 October 2008
MHC Cultural Event “Tales from
Mindanao” by the highly acclaimed and
multi-awarded Integrated Performing Arts
Guild (IPAG)

Due to unforeseen delays from the Philippine

side which is beyond anyone else’s control,

IPAG’s performance on 18 October 2008 is

being postponed. All ticket and sponsorship

donations will be honored on the rescheduled

date to be announced in due course. The

Integrated Performing Arts Guild (IPAG)

sincerely apologizes for whatever inconvenience

that these unavoidable circumstances may have

caused anyone.

We hope for your understanding on this matter.

We thank our generous sponsors, donors, event

partner organizations, media partners and

friends who continuously support our endeavors.
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The Philippines is an agricultural country

with thirty (30) million hectares of agricultural land.

The farm sector contributes a fifth of the domestic

economy as measured in the country’s gross

product.  In spite of this development, farmers

are still impoverished.  They produce food and

yet they are hungry. A scenario which is far

beyond the goal of Medium Term Philippine

Development Plan (MTPDP) for the period 2004

– 2010 which is to fight poverty and build

prosperity for the greatest number of the Filipino

people.  Why is this so?

To increase production, farmers resort to

expensive commercial inorganic farm inputs.

National figure estimates that four (4) out of five

(5) owner/cultivator land-holdings are moderate

to extremely dependent on commercial farm

inputs.

Approximately, 70% - 80% of the farming

population in most Philippine provinces is too

dependent on external farm inputs.  This

dependency has led the farmers to economic

difficulties because of the simple dynamics of

cause and effect of the high prices of chemical

inputs.  This is translated into a simple case of

diminishing returns wherein the farmer can not

maintain their farm to produce because of sky-

rocketing cost of farm production.

When farmers lose production and

income, farmlands became idle and abandoned

since some farmers migrated to the urban centers

for greener pasture as masons, laborers of sorts,

etc.  Others end up engaged in antisocial activities.

Some have totally abandoned their farmlands by

selling or mortgaging them to others.  Sometimes,

they end up squatters in the city or non-entity in

the vicious cycle of poverty and violence.

Worst of all, the dependency on inorganic

farm inputs resulted to soil acidity, degradation and

damage to the environment, endangered water and

food chain as well as health of the people as

producers and consumers of agricultural products.

As a toll of intensive agriculture, the buffer

capacity of nature to regenerate itself diminishes

thus making it more vulnerable for upcoming

burdening making the future of the next

generations at stake.

alternative and replacement to synthetic farm

inputs.  The raw materials are readily available

within the farm, practically within the free bounty

of nature and from the wastes of crops and

livestock production.  The process of making

natural inputs is simple and easy to undertake even

by illiterate farmers. It is simply – “Back to

Basics.”

According to Keith Mikkelson,  “ Natural

farming is the most economical way to solve the

impending global food problem.  We are

approaching a crisis in food production, both in

quantity and quality.  This is not a method to get

rich quick rather a lifestyle and system integration

solution that has some remarkable documents with

encouraging results.”

By using natural farming inputs for crops

and livestock, farmers can realize more income

as much as 150% increment and the cost of

production is reduced to as low as 50% initially

within one season cycle with ultimately zero

chemical, inorganic inputs.  Crops and livestock

produced are safe for human consumption.  The

practice of natural farming reduces pests and

diseases, generally improves the taste and

nutritional content of farm products  and

conserves and improves soil quality and farmer’s

most precious resource the “topsoil”.

The technology is ecologically sound and

environment friendly, giving the farmers not just

comparative but competitive advantage locally and

globally.  It should always be remembered that

agriculture is the foundation of all civilization that

when it is improved, the whole society is elevated.

It just shows that agriculture is an absolutely

essential part of any world-wide effort to improve

the environment and people’s health.

The present situation forced the marginal

farmers and some farmer’s organizations to

explore other opportunities which could dodge

them out from their miserable condition.  For them,

natural farming offers a new hope that one day,

as stewards of resources, their lot will be improved

in particular and Mother Nature will be protected,

conserved and regenerated on the whole.  They

requested CARATS, a non-government

organization serving Cebu and Davao, to conduct

such training as soon as possible so they can start

earlier while there is still time.    Cebu has now

become a showcase for biodiversity where natural

farming is used to  renew the face of the earth. #

In the whole country only a handful of

farmers practice organic farming. This is only

prevalent in resource-poor and/or agriculturally

marginal areas where local population has limited

engagement with the cash economy.   Organic

farming has been denigrated for being less

efficient in land use, laborious, time consuming,

unreliable and having lower yields than

conventional farming and even accused of posing

potential health risks.  This mentality is fortified

by tri-media’s intensive promotion of commercial

inorganic farm inputs.  In addition, presence of

farm and or para-technicians who could assist the

farmers in their farm problems is becoming

negligible.

There are only a  few advocates of

organic farming and out of them, only a lesser

few walk the talk. Philippine agriculture in the

countryside is a hostage to the chemical, fossil

fuel based fertilizers and pesticides.

Traditional practices that respect local

biodiversity still exist.  A lot of these originate from

subsistence-oriented production system. With

increasing pressures (globalization, population

growth), these practices are being threatened and

abandoned, instead of being built upon, further

developed and improved.

With the advent of the development of

Natural Farming Systems, farmers have ready

By Bobby L. Bajenting
Provincial Agrarian Reform Officer

Deaprtment of Agrarian Reform - Cebu

Natural Farming: The Way to Renew the Face of the Earth

By using natural farming

inputs for crops and

livestock, farmers can

realize more income as

much as 150% increment

and the cost of production

is reduced to as low as

50% initially within one

season cycle with

ultimately zero chemical,

inorganic inputs.
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At the Big Apple

FEAST. The Parish of St. Teresa in Woodside, New

York celebrated the anniversary of the beatification of

St. Lorenzo Ruiz with a holy mass and a community

feast sponsored by Filipino nationals last Septem-

ber 21. Parish priest Msgr. Dennis Herron (photo

above) said he has always admired the Filipino's

cooperation and faith.

LAUNCH. The Philippine Chronicle, a bi-monthly

entertainment magazine was launched last Sep-

tember 26 at the Philippine Center at the 5th Avenue

in Manhattan. In photo are  (L-R) - Secretary-general

of the International Cultural and Educational

Foundation Merlie Barlaan, MHC managing editor

Marivi Montebon, Philippine Chronicle editor in chief

Herbert Magtoto, and Giovanni Paquit.

TO THE FIL-AM COMMUNITY,
     On behalf of the bereaved families in the Philippines
of the late Ellen Bisares and Erlinda “Ellen” Leuterio,
the Migrant Heritage Commission (MHC) would like
to express its profound gratitude for all your
wholehearted donations and timely support in
providing decent funeral to our “kababayans- Ellen
and Erlinda”. Their respective families in the Philippines
were deeply overwhelmed with the generous outpour
of assistance and sympathies from their kababayans
in the U.S. They shall always be grateful to all of us
here in the U.S. who acted as families on their behalf,
for being with their loved ones on their untimely
demise and on their final stage in this world before
being reunified with our CREATOR as well as for all
our gracious efforts in facilitating the shipment of their
remains back home.
     The daughter of Erlinda Camitan Leuterio, in an email
said, “Thanks for people like you and your
organization who are willing to help without asking
anything in return.”
     The only daughter of Ellen Bisares in Abra, on the
other hand, had also conveyed her sincere gratitude
for all those who had helped her late mother especially
those in the final vestiges of her life while struggling
with a terminal disease.
     Rest assured that all of the donations had been used
for the funeral services and other related expenses in
the U.S. and the rest had been remitted to the families

of the deceased.

Many thanks from the
loved ones of ELLEN
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She thinks it is dust, wipes it with her hand

off the leg of the old piano, determinedly, vigorously,

piqued that she missed this spot when she did her

morning cleaning.

But it is only baby powder, clean-smelling

and fresh, and somehow she is ashamed.

A thud from the room upstairs and she is

at her feet, ears cocked. One thud and he could

just be adjusting his weight, two or three thuds

and he may be playing, four and more, he would

be upset, angry. Angry with what, she never

knows, he cannot tell her, he will never have the

means to tell her what he feels or thinks.

The thumps continue. Her steps pound

on the stairway, and she is all over him, Shhh, I’m

here, mama’s here, what’s wrong? He thrashes

on the bed, ramming his long, thin legs against the

railing, and his arms flail, adding another bruise to

her arm.

She gathers him to her, using her full weight

to hold back his tempest, Shhh, baby, it’s okay.

She pats his back, a gesture meant to be calming,

but her hand descends heavily and it angers him,

and he grabs her hair.

She hums above his animal sounds, her

head still pulled to one side, her eyes drawn to the

window over his bed. I have to replace those

broken jalousies, she thinks, the rain comes in

through the slats, and the railing around his bed, I

should really make time to fix it, he has kicked off

some of its rails, he gets stronger as the years

pass.

Her humming matches his tempo, and he

quiets down somewhat. His diaper under his shorts

feels dry, and she sighs, thank God he didn’t shit

in his pants. Maybe his toilet training is working

after all, maybe he understood her repeated

attempts, This is the potty, and we shall sit here

after breakfast, and try, baby, let’s try to poop just

once a day, in this particular time of the day, diapers

are expensive, a dent in our budget. He had thought

they were playing—he always thinks they are

playing—and he had chortled and pummeled her

with delight.

The clock downstairs chimes, too many

times, and he struggles anew. She really must

remove that big clunky clock, transfer it to the

kitchen hallway maybe. The hourly chime bothers

him, and he would whimper as his sight follows

the swing of its pendulum, to and fro, to and fro,

even she is drained by its ticking, it tolls louder at

night when she lies down with her son. But her

husband laughs at her worries, he often does.

He refuses to take it down, he says it

belonged to a Japanese soldier, a conversation

piece, people say, Wow, that is an old clock, it

must be valuable, as their eyes make a short sweep

of their belongings. Besides, her husband declares,

it is the only time his only child can get both his

eyes to focus on anything, but she detects no pride

when he says that.

Her throat is dry from her humming, and

she lowers him, her movements taut and calculated,

as if she were arm wrestling. Her husband would

be better at this, she thinks, if only he would help,

if only he would realize the boy needs him too, if

only.

Her son doesn’t release her hair, she has

learned to keep her head pressed to his grip to

avoid pain. Her face hovers near his armpit, his

body odor, his pungency confronts her, assaults

her, Why do I forget to use a deodorant on him?

The onset of his puberty last year startled her, it

wasn’t called for.

Baby, she says, breathing through her

mouth, Remember what mama taught you, close,

open, close open. She brings up her left hand

nearer to his face, Come on, you try it. Close,

open, close open, and he giggles at the rhythm,

Close, open, close open, but he opens the wrong

hand.

her, and she stops, Shhhhh, she says to the stairs,

loudly. And to her surprise, he stops, suddenly, and

she wasn’t ready for the man standing at her door,

a man with a big black briefcase looking down at

her, saying, Good morning, ma’am, oh wait, it’s

almost noon, Good noon, good noon. He smiles.

His teeth are even and white, she is not

sure if they’re genuine, like my husband’s, she

thinks, except that my husband’s are bleached.

Yes, she says.

What were you doing this beautiful day?,

the man with the briefcase says, and she wants to

say something interesting but the man doesn’t wait.

He says, This is your lucky day, I bring you power

and beauty, a miracle straight from the wondrous

waters of the Dead Sea, do you know where the

Dead Sea is? No? Well, it doesn’t matter, what

matters is today I introduce you to the marvels of

beauty enhancement. He peers down at her, You

have beautiful skin, just a few sunspots, freckles,

I have just the thing to remove those freckles, he

smiles, if you’ll let me come in?

She doesn’t want people in the house,

there are too many explanations to be made and

she isn’t as clever as her husband in parrying their

questions. Besides, her husband wouldn’t want

her speaking to strangers, and she doesn’t want

him angry, It’s a crazy world out there, he would

say while reading the tabloid, no sense, neighbor

killing neighbor, the bare female flesh makes

everyone crazy, best for her to stay home, to keep

out.

But the light turns this man’s hair a deep

copper shade, and her husband isn’t home, he

rarely is, and she steps aside.

Ahhh, the man with the briefcase says,

your little home is beautiful, beautiful, and he smiles,

It fits you. She twists her fingers, should she thank

him?, but if she thanked him he might think she

was thanking him for thinking her beautiful, that is

what he meant, isn’t it?

The man reaches for his briefcase, Today

is your lucky day, he says, working to open the

clasp, I have some fabulous beauty enhancement

products—not makeup, mind you, not those

crayons and watercolor that you paint over your

face, covering it—this, this is a beauty enhancer

that you work into your skin to bring out the beauty

buried underneath the years, one of my customers,

she’s very smart, she calls it cosmetic surgery in

a jar.

She looks at his arms handling the

briefcase, the muscles moving, and she grips her

loose housedress, wanting to tell him, I really look

better than this, smell better than this, and covers

with her hand the stain of long-ago food.

The man finally pries his briefcase open,

and a profusion of scents fills the room, and she

remembers something, a touch, a color, a

She closes her eyes, Okay, now try the

other hand. Close, open, close open, maybe this

time he’ll let go before it’s time for lunch, close,

open. Maybe I should cook sinigang, she thinks,

except that I forgot to buy tamarind, her husband

insists on tamarind, he detests broth cubes, if only

he would tell her when he chooses to dine home,

I should really get a maid but the maids nowadays,

they don’t want to work hard, they wouldn’t

understand, and besides we barely have the money,

diapers are so expensive.

And she says, Closopen, stringing the

words together, closopen, closopen.

The doorbell rings, a sound he doesn’t

hear often and it startles him, loosening his fingers,

and she sits up. Closopen, she says.

He doesn’t enjoy the intrusion, and he

cries, a primeval sound, half grunt, half howl. The

doorbell rings again, Shhh, she says to the bell, to

him, and runs down the stairs. His sounds follow

Closopen
A short story by Janet B. Villa

Editor’s note:  This short story is part of the fiction anthology Ala Carte

Food and Fiction which won 3rd place at the prestigious Gourmand Food

Awards in London on April 13, 2008.  It competed against 22 other

countries in the said category. Edited by Cebuana Cecilia Manguerra

Brainard and Marily Y. Orosa, the book was the Gourmand country winner

for Best Philippine Food Literature Book in 2007.  Closopen author Ms.

Villa is a Manila-based free lance writer who hails from Cebu.
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movement, fleeting, like a line of a song one used

to love.

This, he says, holding up a small jar, is

mud from the Dead Sea, imported, he stresses,

imported all the way from Israel, beautiful place

Israel, you know where that is? Yes? He smiles,

You put the mud on your face once a week, like

Cleopatra—beautiful lady, you know her—for

your pores and crow’s feet and laugh lines,

removes the warts, all the skin ailments of your

face, everything.

He hardly pauses, his words almost fused

together like in a song, and she listens, following

his rhythm and cadence. And this, he says, this

beauty enhancer you should use daily, it protects

your skin from the harsh sun, covers blemishes,

removes dead cells, and oh-what-a-miracle, it

even massages your skin as you wear it, that’s

right, massages your skin, no other enhancer can

ever make that claim, science is grand, isn’t it?

Yes, she says.

Here, the man says, opening the jar and

dipping his index and middle fingers, let me put

some on you, reaching for her face, and she steps

back, Oh no, no, she says. I have done this lots of

times, the man smiles, this shade is perfect for

your skin, it will bring out the glow that’s within,

trapped underneath, people say a man shouldn’t

be selling beauty enhancers but I say only a man

really knows beauty, for it is for him that woman

wants to be beautiful, try it, I will be gentle. And

he smooths the mixture on her face.

The fragrance envelops her, feminine,

soothing, yet stimulating. The mixture feels cold,

and he keeps his promise, his touch is warm and

light, making little kneading circles on her skin.

She is startled by his tenderness, how can a man’s

hand be so mild? She wants to close her eyes but

she can’t, he is too near. You have a mole near

your lip, she says, Yes, he says, my mother says it

means I talk too much, which is good because I

am supposed to talk a lot.

Yes, she says.

A trace of man-sweat rises from him, and

she rushes into speech, I don’t really wear makeup

but I did years before when I was in college, it

wasn’t that long ago, now I hardly put on makeup,

no sense in doing so, sometimes I put on makeup

when I attend mass, but that’s not very often, I

don’t have a maid you know, she says.

An angel in the house, he says, your

husband is very lucky. She feels his thumb tracing

her cheekbone—to even out the shade, she tells

herself—and her breath comes through her mouth.

We don’t have much money, she says, and he says,

Who does? The little that we have we spend on

those that truly matter. He looks into her eyes,

But surely, surely, your well-being is important to

your husband? She doesn’t know how to answer

that, not when is he staring at her that way, as if

memorizing her face, smiling—did he call her

angel?—his hand pausing from its motions and

resting on her shoulder, and she feels the weight

of her eyebags and lifts her head, hoping to lessen

their bulge.

Beautiful, he says, and her heart skips,

Here, take a look, see the difference, I only made

up one side, and her face jumps out from the mirror

held before her, one half smoothened-out, the other

baggy and uneven, like a mask, like a doll whose

face is peeling off. His face joins hers in the mirror,

dark and male against her, she is drawn to the

contrast, Like it? he asks.

Yes, she says.

Their eyes meet in the mirror, and she is

afraid to move, to break whatever it is that joins

their eyes, perhaps it is something strong because

it does not break when his hand finds her back,

but she may never know because a thud from a

room upstairs jolts them. One thud, two thuds,

three.

The man moves away, her face becomes

smaller in the mirror, How many of that will you

be buying, he asks, I recommend three of each,

good for a year’s supply, best to store many since

you cannot find these products in the stores, buying

in the stores is so impersonal, nothing like door-

to-door home visits.

Yes, she says.

He piles some small jars on her hands,

his hand big enough to cover her two, it looks safe

and strong. Careful, he says, don’t let these fall

and break on the floor, he is looking at her, her

hands are still in his, secure.

The thuds upstairs continue, and she says

to his eyes, Wait, please, and she backs up the

stairs, Wait, please, she says, clutching the jars to

her chest, up to the room.

What, she says to the bed, what do you

want? Her son picks up the stress in her voice,

pauses, and then pounds his arms on the railing,

gnashing his teeth, grinding, grating, a sound that

always frightens her, she feels his teeth would fall

off or be damaged, surely it hurts with a sound

like that.

Shhh, she says, putting down the jars and

holding back his arms, Shhh. He jerks and

thrashes, an uncontrollable mass of arms and legs,

and she pinches his arm, gently at first, and then

hard, pushing her nails together, Stop that, she is

almost shouting. He shrieks, lets her go, and she

says, Well, it’s your fault, don’t blame me, and

don’t cry that way, it’s not as if you don’t deserve

it.

Maybe I should go, I think you are busy,

the man with the briefcase says behind her, he

had heard the keening. She doesn’t face him, she

is embarrassed by the spectacle, her son is

murmuring, unintelligible, his eyes rolling to one

side. This is my son, she says, her hand gripping

the bed, what else can she say.

There is silence—has he left?—she can

hear the clock downstairs. And the man says, A

superwoman, you do everything. His voice is

gentle. She wants to cry, he understands, he does,

oh God, someone understands. You don’t have to

go, she says, she turns to him, he is smiling, his

eyes creasing, and she raises her hands, blindly,

and he moves to her.

His lips are warm and dry and he moves

his tongue to lubricate their kiss, he tastes like fruit

but salty. She feels her body accept him, moving

to rhythms almost forgotten, fulfilling a long-ago

promise. He cradles her back as he lowers her to

the adjoining bed, slowly. This man is all mouth

and hands, she thinks of nothing else until he yells,

suddenly, his head thrown back and dragged in

between the broken rails of her son’s bed. The

man’s throat is pressed to one side, he gasps for

breath, his hair is pulled, the man’s arms cannot

reach beyond the railing, are too big for the railing,

her son gets stronger as the years pass.

No, let him go, she cries, Close, open,

closopen, and she pinches her son, but he does

not notice, the man’s screams are more interesting,

Closopen, closopen. She slaps his face, hard,

something a mother shouldn’t do but she has no

choice, does she?, and she slaps him, again, again,

and he lets go.

The man slumps to the floor, red-faced,

his breath in spurts. He staggers to his feet, his

hands to his hair, and he kicks her son’s bed, Fool,

he says, and walks away without looking at her.

I’m sorry, she says, running after him, He doesn’t

know what he’s doing, he’s just a baby, it’s the

palsy, he thinks you—he thinks we—were playing,

please you have to understand,

He’s crazy, the man says.

She lays a hand on his sleeve and it falls

as he moves, he is packing the jars into his

briefcase, his movements swifter than before, Our

collectors will be here in thirty days for the first

payment, you can pay in four gives, only 1%

interest per month, he says, and he leaves, just

like that. His head is copper in the sunlight, getting

smaller and smaller, Please, she whispers, and he

suddenly turns back.

Here, he says, scribbling some figures, I

forgot to give you a receipt, sign here, his hand is

careful not to touch hers, and he leaves. She looks

at him until he turns at the corner, gone, and she

looks at the receipt. There are too many numbers

in it, how can that be?, and she gropes for a chair.

She does not notice the thuds upstairs until

it is quiet, too quiet, she can hear her thoughts,

and the crash that follows is almost welcome. She

moves automatically, this is how a mother cares,

and sees the broken jars. His hands are streaked

with mud from the Dead Sea, beauty enhancers

stuffing his mouth, and he giggles at her, gurgling,

happy.  #
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The critique that the U.S. had a hand in crafting

the MoA appears to be not without basis. The

agreement – the whole peace talks for that matter – is a

by-product of a new peace formula where the

underlying goal is to enhance the U.S.’ comprehensive

security strategy in Mindanao and the whole Southeast

Asian region. Among other instruments, the

superpower’s security imperatives, i.e., economic, geo-

political, and military objectives, are promoted through

the now spurious “war on terrorism” defining the

region as the second front. This post-9/11 declaration,

backed by Arroyo, became the entry point for an

indefinite forward deployment of U.S. forces and basing

facilities particularly in southern Philippines.

With the USIP and other policy thinkers in

Washington, however, this strategy has been

reformulated to adopt what is described as the “political

economy of security.” Basically, this new formula

postulates that U.S. security imperatives are better

advanced by transforming the Bangsamoro into a

governable zone and a stable extension of global

capitalism supported by international funds and

investments in a post-conflict scenario. Mindanao,

particularly the Bangsamoro homeland, holds the key

to U.S. security goals in Southeast Asia and the MILF

is seen as a major player for undercutting the influence

of anti-American extremism particularly among the

region’s Muslim populations. The non-resolution of

the Moro problem now will have far-reaching

implications to U.S. security imperatives in the region

in the future.

What this means is that, using the classic “carrot

and stick” policy, U.S. special forces will continue to

pin down the Abu Sayyaf Group and other alleged

terrorist networks through surgical military strikes and

expanded intelligence, but the politico-diplomatic

approach will moderate the MILF by tying it down to a

protracted peace process and cutting its ties to the

ASG and extremist politics. As far as the U.S. is

concerned, the push for the MILF’s abandonment of

secessionism matched by the Arroyo regime’s

dropping of its constitutional rigidity with the support

of Malaysia and other countries is a positive step for

moving the peace process forward.

as well as to “reconsolidate hegemony and/or

legitimacy.” Meanwhile, this peace formula has given

birth to a global “peace industry” that involves

multilateral agencies, think tanks, academic consultant

groups, corporate investors, media, and elite

stakeholders.

In Mindanao, the USIP itself anticipated that the

MoA-AD would face strong legal and constitutional

resistance and predicted Arroyo’s lack of capability in

pushing the peace process to the end. Indeed the draft

agreement has lit a wildfire of resistance from powerful

non-Muslim politicians and landlords who have

threatened war against the MILF unless it is shelved.

How to bring stability and governance that would make

the MILF the political authority which is only possible

if the Muslim sultans and non-Muslim oligarchs

disengage from dominant power politics is a daunting

task.

This underscores the inherent failure of the peace

process – the reason why, according to Selby – the

whole exercise, which involves deliberate, well-

calibrated long and tedious phases, does not provide

substantial basis for sustainable, lasting peace. But if

the net effect – which appears to be an underlying

motive in the “peace process” - is to at least pacify a

rebel army toward its eventual capitulation or accepting

an exit strategy from war, then that itself can be claimed

as an accomplishment by the peace architects.

But, at what price? The peace process can bring

about a simulated peace – but not the final solution to

the Bangsamoro people’s historic and just grievances.

Moro leaders should be wary with other external

parties’ facilitation programs that put into greater harm

the core interests not only of the Bangsamoro people

but the sovereign and territorial rights of the country

as a whole.

The challenge to both parties, particularly the

MILF, is how to address the Bangsamoro people’s

historic and just grievances by pursuing peace talks

based on sincerity, independence, and non-interference

by external parties except the transparent and

facilitative role of a third party negotiator. The call for

full transparency in the talks should include full

consultations with Lumads and non-Muslim

communities in the disputed territories.

As the MILF leadership itself said when Hashim

announced their 50-year jihad in 2000, if peace cannot

be achieved now under Arroyo it will do so with her

successor and thereafter. #

World Bank is committed to fund the Bangsamoro’s

economic reconstruction. Aside from infusing 60

percent of its economic assistance to the Philippines

in Mindanao, the USAID has committed a multi-year

Mindanao Peace and Development Agreement worth

$190 million and increased its economic support fund

(ESF) to $25.9 million. Japan, besides joining the

International Monitoring Team (IMT), has committed

$400 million in Mindanao. Japan, which is also the U.S.’

chief security partner in East Asia, is working closely

with the MILF’s development arm, Bangsamoro

Development Agency. Similar commitments have come

from Canada, Australia, Malaysia, Libya, and the OIC.

       Cold war
Peace process as a paradigm finds its birth in the

1970s when it was coined by U.S. policy strategists to

reduce tensions between Israel – a U.S. ally – Egypt,

and Syria following the 1973 Yom Kippur war. The first

peace process involving Israel and Egypt was

choreographed by Richard Nixon and Henry Kissinger,

considered dean of the realist diplomacy, as part of

their détente strategy for winning the cold war in the

Middle East. While there had been agreements forged,

the process itself – hyped as the “roadmap to peace” -

has been incremental for 40 years. Meantime, while

tensions have aggravated in the Middle East today,

the net effect of this peace process, among others, has

included the rise of Israel as a nuclear power occupying

a major swathe of the Palestinian land claim, the taming

of the Palestine Liberation Organization by giving it a

symbolic political authority, and a pro-U.S. Egypt.

After the cold war, peace process has been

introduced in several flashpoints in the world including

Northern Ireland, Sudan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Aceh, East

Timor, Bougainville, Kosovo, Kenya, the Basque region

in Spain, and now, in Mindanao. As a politico-

diplomatic track adopted in the global anti-terrorist war,

peace process is the entry point for the U.S.

purportedly to bring stability and governance in so-

called “ungoverned” and “contested” territories such

as Mindanao followed by a post-conflict program of

international aid and security guarantee.

Global capitalism

The major political-economic goal of the peace

process is to extend and embed market-driven global

capitalism in these areas. A British scholar, Jan Selby,

notes that the peace process is more of “a stalling

mechanism for the powerful” whose central purpose

“is to forestall radical or revolutionary political change”

Peace in Mindanao – At What Price?
   Part II  (Last of Two Parts)

By Bobby Tuazon

MILF disarmament

But this formula will only succeed if, among other

conditions, the MILF is finally disarmed and

transformed into a mass-based political party thereby

enhancing – in the language of the peace process - its

legitimate political authority. It also depends on the

cooperation and, more important, the political will of

the Arroyo government even as, in the eyes of the

USIP and other U.S. policy strategists, it is weak and

incapable of delivering peace and development in the

Moro communities.1 In the post-conflict scenario, it is

almost inevitable for the U.S. with its military presence

in Mindanao to head an international mission that

would guarantee the security of a new Bangsamoro.

The cooperation of the Arroyo regime and

the MILF in this new peace formula is assured by

internationalizing the peace process – the icing on the

cake, so to speak. Supportive of the “peace and

development” policy for Mindanao, a coalition of

donor countries led by the U.S., Japan as well as the

The peace process can

bring about a simulated

peace – but not

the final solution

to the Bangsamoro

people’s historic and just

grievances.
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MHC COMMUNITY TREK
by MHC Executive Directors  Grace Valera-Jaramillo, Jesse A. Gatchalian and  Arnedo S. Valera Esq

Metro Washington D.C.: Following storm Hannah’s fury came a sunny day for Migrant

Heritage Commission’s Kainan, Sayawan, Tennis, Basketball

at Iba Pa PICNIC at Marcey Park in Arlington, Northern

Virginia. A huge number of   MHC friends and  guests came

to enjoy  the annual MHC’s picnic on a blessed  day of  funfare,

sports and sumptuous Filipino food. This year’s major food

sponsors were North Star Café and Grill

(Merly and John Eda), LLC Catering

(Ligaya Hipolito,Lourdes Comendador),

Mark Cabrera and Associates, the

Philippine-American Community

Partnership Foundation and Potomac

Driving School. Many friends, leaders and

key members and other Fil-am

organizations brought their own favorite dish to share assuring

everyone a whole day of  abundant food.

The day started with prayers led by Rev. Fr. Paul John Camiring. Popular

comedian/actor Bernardo Bernardo set the relaxing tone by cracking

jokes and belting out Tagalog pop songs to the delight of  everyone.

Also present at the picnic were Filipino S.W.A.T. team  taking the ATF

K-9 Explosives

workshop at

Front Royal,

Virginia, under

the US State Department’s  anti-

terrorist program.

 

Several guests

took turns in

k a r a o k e

singing while

others simply

sat down to

enjoy the cool summer breeze and the various entertainment of

sports, songs and dances around them in the cool Marcey Park such

as  Novo Ecijano’s Ron and Sonia Coleman, Blessed Sacrament’s Misty

Baldoza, Mother Butler’s St. Mary’s Juliet Barredo, Ang Bisaya’s Chris

and Martha Christy, Pangasinan Inc’s Jose Mararac, Potomac Driving

School’s Zeny Frazier, CF Alliance’s Helen Jose  and PAMWE’s Lynnie

and Virgil Ball.  “The nice thing about Marcey Park is everything seems to be

there in one place. Basketball,  tennis  courts are just meters apart where everyone

can have a fantastic view of  all the activities with its amphitheater –like slopes.

Nobody really misses anything including the dancing and singing. This seems to

be an ideal place for bonding in a  community picnic,

not so big and not so small,” says Antonio Calaro,

a MHC official and President of the Fil-Am

Ministry of  St. Michael in Silver Spring, Maryland.

One of  the more interesting picnic’s highlights was the

basketball feat of  the youth (13 to 18 yrs old and the “Young

Once” (mostly above 45 years old who were once top

basketball players in their prime time). FABA’s President Ken Mendoza, Beth Mendoza

and Rodolfo Sinon  efficiently handled the fun feat. The teenagers,  apparently with

their brisk running, won the feat..

They will be receiving their trophies

from FABA at the next MHC event. .

ABS-CBN/TFC Balitang America’s

DC Correspondent Rodney Jaleco

took a break from his news reporting

and joined the “Young Once”

basketball team with players like Carl

Abella and BIMAK’s Roger

Cabanban.  The older team

apparently measured their enjoyment

according to the body aches they felt

the day after the basketball challenge

2008 MHC Fil-Am Community Picnic

A TERRIFIC DAY AFTER  STORM HANNAH’S FURY

game with the

youth. Teeners who also

joined were Jolin & Nikki

Calaro, Rynchelle & Jessica

Campanilla,  Miss Teenage-Philippines U.S.A. Hannah C.Johnson,

Camille Comendador

Many friends of  the late Ellen Bisares led by Elsie Ribao who was

helped by MHC,  profusely thanked  MHC for inviting them and

pledged continuous support for MHC programs for the migrants. MHC volunteers

Neng Poliquit and Melanie Barroba gladly took pains

in grilling the Indonesian satay especially prepared

by renowned Indonesian Chef, Didi Achmadi.

Tennis aficionados like

FAIA’s Ramon Calalang and

Howard Ebenstein also had

their own share of  fun

playing in the spacious

courts while others like Judy Campanilla, Jovylin Loma  and

Julie Quitoriano did the hula hoops in the midst of  children

playing the balloon dart games conducted by Lani Travis,

and  karaoke singers Rock and Roller Web Macapagal, Pinoy Global

OnLine’s Ric Sison, Mabuhay’s Doming Samson and Mona Cruz

belting out their favorite songs.  It

was a happy family occasion even for

the beautiful couple of Filipino

Young Professionals (FYP-DC),

Victor Ecarma and Joni Samilin, who

proudly announced their

engagement.

A MHC event is

not complete

without the line

dancers’ share of

the fun.  Dancing

to JR Aquino’s

vibrant music

were many dance enthusiasts Tess Stoddard,

Jojo Baldonado , Be Pagalunan, Tess Valencia

and  other guests trying to learn  every step of  a variety of  line dances. “I cannot

remember a more enjoyable affair we’ve attended here,

“  said one guest.

Philippine Embassy official Loy Cortel,

FilCom St Rose’s Cezarina Alzona, Producer

June Daguiso, Dr. Mae Jimenez and family

may have come in  late but they managed

to catch a glimpse of  what transpired

during the day. In any MHC event,

“everyone feels comfortable, no airs whatsoever, Nakakatulong

na, nakakapagpasaya pa (MHC is able to help and at

the same time make people happy),   says Rose

Narses.  There was never a single trace of   shilly-

shallying on

the part of

all attendees for

everyone simply wanted

to bond together, enjoy

the activities and relax

for the day. “Thanks to

everyone who relaxed with

us on this day” . .

.quipped appreciatively

by the 3 MHC

Executive Directors. .
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MHC COMMUNITY TREK
by MHC Executive Directors  Grace Valera-Jaramillo, Jesse A. Gatchalian and Arnedo S. Valera Esq

MHC Free Health Screening during Hispanic Festival, Laurel MD:  MHC volunteer doctor from the Hispanic Community  Dra. Yvonne Vargas with volunteer nurses and healthcare professionals from

the Alexandria Asian-American Lions Club of Virginia District 24-A, Grace  & Romy Capuno, Zeny & Ding Marcelo, Shirley Gorospe, Jun Glorioso, Rey Gan, Ding Marcelo, Joe Tomassetti,  Gembie

Gorospe,  Nelson Penalosa, Rosanna Parra and Lennie Mangona. Next scheduled free health screening is on 16 November 2008 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at St. Michael Parish, 805 Wayne Ave,

Silver Spring, MD.

“Coming of Age day for

Katarina”.Aquino family

of the Pangasinan Inc.:

JR, Katarina and

Marivic

Taking pride in Filipino culture: New

York-based “KAPWA” group gracing

the dinner dance event of “Ang

Bisaya, Inc” headed by Dr. Oscar

Bascug, Dr. Evangeline Ecarma

and Dr. Lindie Madden

Henry and Mary Balagtas

of the Medical Mission of

Mercy U.S.A.

The Golden Boy “Danny Anzures”.  L-R:  Paul Fernandez,

Celso Antonio,the celebrant-Danny Anzures, Cynthia

Fernandez, ISA’s newly-elected President Matilde Antonio

and Rey Magnaye.

Pozzorubian Inc’s Rose de Vera,

Sheila Martinez and France Dizon

Filipina Jeweler Exporter and Designer  of Eloisa “Pinky”

Poblete holds exhibit at the Philippine Embassy. With her are

Consul Rico Fos, M & J Jewelry’s Hanie Mula,   Remote

Reality Company’s Dennis Williams and Asian Forum’s Peter

Hickman. Pinky’s exquisitely designed jewelries and

accessories are exclusively available at M & J Jewelry,

Rosslyn Virginia, 703-522-8390

Hon. Mayor and Mrs. Robert Agcaoili of San

Mateo, Isabela meets leaders of the community

in Metro Washington D.C. at North Star.

MHC’s Tony Calaro sings Ilocano “Pada-pada

with ISA’S Dr. Abe Bacarra, former Philippine

Embassy diplomat Ernie Apaga and Northstar

proprietress  Merly Eda for one of the

community’s successful businessman, John Eda
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“I don’t worry.
Worry is the
poison to our

body. I rarely get
angry too. And I

have strong
faith. I pray

everyday, in the
morning and

evening. I pray
from the

heart. Perhaps
this is why I

have a long life.”

MHC COMMUNITY TREK

El Shaddai

Charismatic Group

of St. Stephen of

Washington D.C.

honors mother “Sally

Espiritu-Manal”  who

joined our Creator

on 27 September

2008. BACK ROW –

LEFT TO RIGHT

Castor Gonzales,

Rosie Plata, Nonie

Blancaflor, Maryann

Gonzales, Pier

Baylon, Ernie

Ragunton, Roland

Maglaque, El

Shaddai Coordinator Lelet Blancaflor, Tito Montalbo. FRONT ROW – LFT TO RIGHT Ricky

Lopez, De La Salle Alumni USA President Eileen Nadal,  Nida Wage and Nila Ocampo

Fil-Ams make their mark in the

Homeland.

Kapamilya actor Sam Milby  of Tipp City,

Ohio and 99.5rt Radio Personality MigZ

Anzures  of Bowie, Maryland  pose for a

picture backstage during the

Final Performance Night of the ABS-CBN

reality show Pinoy Dream Academy at

the Cuneta Astrodome, Quezon  City

Philippines.

Also with  famous actor   Jericho Rosales of

ABS-CBN’s Teleserye “Kahit  Isang Saglit” .

Miguel Anzures was formerly wth Fil-Am

Heritage Dance Ensemble, Mabuhay Inc.

and Tanghalang Pilipino and was an active

collaborator on promotion of Filipino culture

with the Philippine Embassy in DC.

CF Alliance’s John

Phil Cabrera reads

“MHC Community

Trek” section of the

MH Chronicle

Madam Erlinda Gaa, wife of the

H.E. Ambassador Willy Gaa,

dances with one of MHC’s

Executive Directors, Arnedo S.

Valera Esq. at Dance Factory’s

dance lessons for MHC friends. Dance Factory offers attractive discounts to the Fil-Am community.

Call 703-528-9770 and look for Dance Instructors Esau and Leen.

Rev. Fr. Paul John Camiring tries his skill with the

“Tinikling” during the 14th Anniversary Celebration of

the Filipino Mass at St. Rose of Lima, Gaithersburg, MD

 Ang

Bulakenyo Inc

helps a fellow

Bulakenyo,

the late

Erlinda C.

Leuterio, the

newly arrived

Teacher who

met her

untimely

demise in a

car mishap.

L-R: FABA’s

Atty. Ed

Atienza,

Medical

Mission of

Mercy’s Henry

Balagtas and

the officers/

members of

Ang Bulakenyo Inc.- Rafael and Vangie Toledo, Ed Rivera, (President)  Mar Vanguardia, Jesse

Gatchalian, Mel Reyes and Zambaleneos Inc’s Jun Pedery

Two Fil-Am community leaders (MHC Executive Directors),  Grace Valera-Jaramillo and Jesse

A. Gatchalian,  were among the eight (8) leaders/key personalities who have been designated

as Ambassadors for Peace at a recently concluded “American Leadership Conference” in

Arlington, Virginia. The other six appointees are active leaders of other ethnic and American

communities
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MHC COMMUNITY TREK

Friends  held a “despedida party” at St. Michael for

Mrs. Virginia “Nene” Rosel who is retiring in the

Philippines to  be with her grandhildren.  Tita Nene

as popularly known,  is the Aunt of H.E. President

Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo

L-R: Tita Nene with MHC’s and Fil-Am Ministry of

St. Michael’s Tony and Denia Calaro

Fil-Am contingent at the 2008 Dance DC Festival’s “Asia in Thunder”. Featured Fil-Am group

performers are the versatile artists from  MHC’s Fil-Am Heritage Dance Ensemble, Aklan Ati-

Atihan of MD,  Ultimate Eskrima International.  Fil-Am’s participation is through MHC’s Cultural

Resource and Support Program,  a grantee of the DC Commission on the Arts.  Performers

include Ben,  Nikki Sijera & family, Walter, Wesley & Lexi Crisostomo, Jessica Campanilla, Alex

Valera,   Raymund Jaramillo, John Phil,  Paulette, Paul, John-John & Alex Cabrera, Le Ngon

Duc, Diana Neman, Gerlyn Puyat, Ed Busque and Elmo de la Madrid. The group is under the

artistic direction of Philippine Embassy’s former Cultural Officer/Attache’ Grace Valera.

St. Michael Parish Community in Silver Spring MD holds community picnic for their parishio-

ners. Organizers and volunteers include among others, Robert Johnson, Valerie Day, Steve,

Deacon Robert Salgado, Tony & Denia Calaro, Jojo & Ednora Franco, Carl Abella and

Annabelle Mariano

Dedication of the new Music Organ to the St Michael Church:  Generous parishioners and

supporters joined efforts in raising the funds to buy the Church Organ. Monsignor Eddie Tolentino

is joined by Mother Butler’s Guild of St. Michael. L-R:  Organ pianist Scott,  Cora de la Torre,

Emiliana Mina, Isidora Badua, Orencia Sayon Stead and Nene Gentalian

Zambaleneos Inc Silver Jubilee Celebration honors 4 outstanding individuals who were

instrumental in the establishment of the Zambaleneos Inc. USA and the Mrs. Philippines Senior

Citizens’ Homes, namely Ray Cabacar, Gaudencio Dagdag, Escolastica Pimentil and Darlito

Quimen.

Ray Cabacar’s Family , from left to right: Claudio “Jun” Pedery, TOFA awardee 1991, Carol

Cabacar, Jay Cabacar, Ray Cabacar, TOFA awardee 2002, Dr. Gregorio Cabacar, Linda Cabacar

and Emilie Gaborne Dearing, TOFA awardee 2004

ALWAYS GO FOR THE TRUSTWORTHY FREIGHT FORWARDING

COMPANY, LICENSED &  REGISTERED WITH THE  US FEDERAL

MARITIME COMMISSION  . .IT'S FAST, CHEAP and RELIABLE.

SA CARGO PLUS ,  SAFE AT MAHALAGA

ANG BAWA'T PADALA !!!

CARGO PLUS, Inc., a duly licensed, insured and bonded  International Freight Forwarder across the

U.S. with OTI & NVOCC  license No. 015941NF. Its  sister company  in the Philippines is
MC Plus, Inc. as its licensed Customs Broker and Distributor.  Cargo Plus Inc. is NOT in any way
connected with  Cargo Plus Services.  To verify  duly authorized  freight forwarders with OTI and
NVOCC  licenses registered  with  the US Federal Maritime Commission , please visit : http:

//www2.fmc.gov/oti/lff_listing.aspx   and   http://www2.fmc.gov/oti/nvos_listing.aspx

CALL 202-631-8856   Email : cargoplusinc2008@aol.com
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The province of Sarangani in the lower ground of southern Mindanao

boasts of having it all, from ancient finds to endangered wildlife, and

from rugged coasts to mythical caves.

This predominantly coastal province is interlinked by a wide

stretch of coastal highways and a farm to market roads between

municipalities, thereby providing residents from far flung barrios easy access

to trade goods in neighboring towns, as well as to transact business in the

capital town of Alabel, the provincial seat of government.

For first time travelers in the area, one couldn’t help notice the

impressive road network of the province, and be carried away by the

almost immaculate and serene beauty of Sarangani Bay and its environs. 
In early 90s, the coastal roads, considered first class by world

standard, of the province was funded heavily by the USAID, and in part by

JICA (Japanese International Cooperation Agency). After the closure of

US Naval Base in Subic Bay in early 90s, speculations that this US facility

may be relocated to the town of Glan in Sarangani spread like wildfire, and

have raised hopes for development in the entire region for some time.

Known to have the deepest trench, Glan is the most logical alternate

to the Subic Naval Base.  In military parlance, Glan’s strategic location in

the Asia-Pacific rim holds the key to a strategic defense – tactical offense

positioning. 

According to the espionage-style folktale, this geographical attribute

did not escape the attention of US Naval Intelligence operating in these

waters.  And is therefore, the main reason why Sarangani roads were built

at par with US military bases elsewhere.  It can accommodate heavy- duty

military trucks that would ply to and fro, the proposed new military base.  

All were but hear says.  It was an object of passionate discussions

over the years.  Even social ills like prostitution, aids, moral degradation

etc., as a probable result of hosting a naval facility has been heatedly debated. 

All pros and cons were tossed, and everyone was at a loss.

The JICA funds on the other hand, had its share of public scrutiny. 

My old folks were convinced that the Japanese had a hidden agenda at the

time:  to dig the lost trail of Yamashita treasure.  They even went as far as

accusing that hordes of gold bars were unearthed during the excavation of

Gensan’s airport in Barangay Fatima.  Others opined that Americans were

the first to uncover it (and hence recovered and hoarded to US soil) since

they can see (buried treasures) via satellite.  Therefore they knew where to

find.

At any rate (of hunting and digging), from the rolling hills of Gensan’s

airport to the coastal towns of Sarangani, and up to Allah Valleys in South

Cotabato and beyond, the legend of the lost trail lives on.  Today, Yamashita

has left no stone unturned in this part of the country. 

  But while the lost treasure partly feeds the thriving economy (in

tourism arrival perhaps) of Socsargen and neighboring regions, the real

treasure of Sarangani meanwhile, remains uncovered, to this day.  This

includes the stalagmites laden mythical caves in the towns of Maasim and

Malapatan; the approximately 230 km of Sarangani coastline ‘strewn with

awe inspiring coves and rock formation’, and the best of the world’s dive

spots that would sure to pose a brave challenge to any scuba divers across

the globe.

  You need not find a gold buried underneath to get rich.  You need

only to come and visit Sarangani and witness a paradise enrich your soul. #

Enrich Your Soul in Sarangani

About the Author:  Ms. Villanueva is a native of General Santos

City and is currently working as executive secretary to an

insurance CEO in Dubai. She is president and editor for Baile, a

cultural organization and publication of Filipino expats in Dubai.

By Wilma ‘Cookie’ Villanueva

Tuna rich

Sarangani

Bay and

nearby

coasts have

earned

General

Santos City

the moniker

“Tuna country

of the

Philippines.”
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     Things happen for a reason, but at what
cost?
     In the summer of 2000, Henry Balagtas, the
then Chairman of  the Board of Circulo
Pampagueno-USA, an organization of
Pampanguenos living in the Washington, D.C.
area, visited the Philippines.  He visits the
Philippines regularly but something struck the core
of his being during this particular time.
    As Henry Balagtas traveled through the
Province of Pampanga, he noticed so many
displaced sick people begging in the streets of San
Fernando and the stark evidence of poverty.
Witnessing the sad plight of his fellow
Kapampangan moved him, gave him the resolve
to help and the impetus to get in touch with the
Governor of Pampanga to find out what he and
Circulo Pampangueno-USA could do to help.  The
urgency of Henry’s voice over the telephone
prompted  Governor Lapid  to meet with him at
Clark that very same day.
     By way of background, approximately ten
years before, on June 12, 1991, Mount Pinatubo,
a dormant volcano for five centuries, started
spewing huge clouds of volcanic ash and gas.
Three days later, Mount Pinatubo exploded and
became the second-largest volcanic eruption on
earth in this century.  The devastating impacts of
the volcano’s destruction continue to manifest
themselves even to the present time.
     Luncheon meeting with Governor Lapid at the
Korean House in Clark, Pampanga was pleasant
and the food was delicious.  How could it be
otherwise when they were served with authentic
Pampanga delicacies.  The sumptuous lunch was,
however, overshadowed by the topic of discussion
– “How can we help?”  It was to this question
that Governor Lapid suggested conducting medical
missions to the area to help the victims of Mount
Pinatubo.
     Upon his return and with great immediacy,
Henry Balagtas convened a Circulo Executive
meeting to discuss what he had witnessed and
ways by which the organization could help.  When
the topic came to medical missions, Dr. Joe
Arzadon’s name came up.  Dr. Arzadon, is a DDS
and MD, specializing in oral and maxillofacial
surgery/reconstructive and cosmetic surgery who
has been involved with medical missions in the
Bicol region.
     Circulo Pampangueno contacted Dr. Arzadon
and a meeting was held at Dr. Arzadon’s residence
to discuss the prospects of forming a Medical
Mission under the Circulo organization.  With Dr.
Arzadon’s previous experience, he was ready and
quick to discuss requirements, funding and logistics
of a medical mission.
     Circulo members became energized.  They got
to work right away – recruiting volunteers;
soliciting much needed funds, supplies, medical
equipment and medicines. The whole year of hard
work paid off when they conducted their first
successful medical mission in February 2001.  This
was followed by another successful medical
mission in February 2002 in the province of Tarlac.
     Circulo Pampangueno-USA was originally
organized in 1978 as a social group.  Henry as a
co-founder was the President from 1983-1989 and
later became Chairman of the Board.  Soon after
the second successful medical mission in Tarlac
in 2002, members started to question the direction
of the organization – conducting medical missions.
This prompted Chairman Henry Balagtas and
several Circulo members to form the Philippine
American Medical Mission of Metropolitan
Washington, D.C., Inc. (PAMMMWDCI) Dba
Medical Mission of Mercy USA, a charitable, non-

profit organization under Section 501 (c)(3) of the
Internal Revenue Service.  Formation of the
PAMMMWDCI was envisioned as a sister
organization of Circulo where one had the choice
to be a member of either organization or both.
     The four incorporators of the newly organized
PAMMMWDCI were Henry Balagtas, Dr.
Aurelio de la Paz, Romeo Garcia and Dominador
Marcelo.  Pioneer members include Dr. Joe
Arzadon, Dr. Hector Mendez, Dr. Imelda Miranda,
Atty. Ed Atienza, Ernie Cordero and Johnny and
Yolly Arzadon, to name a few.
     The Medical Mission of Mercy USA goes to
one of the provinces in the Philippines every
February to provide free medical and health
services.  Our family of volunteers travels on their
own and donate their time and services for one
week.
     Our “family of volunteers” includes healthcare
providers, lawyers, accountants, businesspeople,
housewives, engineers, architects, and students
with a common goal and desire to help in the best
way that they can to improve the quality of life of
those who cannot afford health services.  The
organization has a complement of a global and
ethnically diverse group of volunteers.  Last year’s
additions included a husband and wife dental team
from Bulgaria, an energetic Australian student who
is at the verge of opting to enroll as a healthcare
provider, a husband and wife team who are both
physicians originally from India, Indonesian
Internist from the University of Santo Tomas, and
administrative personnel from Canada.
     Patients and Philippine logistics are coordinated
through the Provincial Governor, Provincial Health
Officer, Philippine Red Cross, Philippine
Regulatory Commission, and Commission on
Filipinos Overseas (CFO) or a prominent citizen
in the province.
     Since 2001 the mission has gone to Pampanga
three times, Tarlac twice, Nueva Ecija, Zambales,
Batangas, Palawan and Romblon once.  The
annual five-day Medical Mission for 2009 will be
conducted in Odiongan, Rombon, and will be
followed by a two-day mission in Lipa, Batangas.
The decision to conduct the five-day mission in
Odiongan is serendipitously timely because of the
recent devastation caused by typhoon Frank.
Typhoon Frank destroyed a lot of properties
including agricultural and fishing grounds with

close to 1000 known casualties, 800 of which were
passengers of the Passenger Liner that sank.
     The gesture of the delegation from Romblon
to attend the Medical Mission of Mercy USA 7th

Annual Fundraising Gala will promote interest and
attendance to make the event a success.  We
thankfully acknowledge the support of
Congressman Eleandro Jesus F. Madrona;
Governor Natalio F. Beltran II;, Gil LL Moreno,
Provincial Board Member; Fred R. Dorado,
Provincial Board Member; Nelson R. Lim,
Provincial Board Member; Gerard S. Montojo,
Municipal Mayor; Asher C. Visca, Municipal
Mayor; Nicasio M. Ramos, Municipal Mayor;
Patria S. Perez, Municipal Councilor; Alejandro
N. Lim, Jr. Businessman; Jose Luis A. Fabic,
Legislative Staff; Mark Anthony M. Reyes,
Legislative Staff; Fortunato de Jesus, Executive
Assistant IV, Office of the Governor.
     To date, our Medical Mission has helped over
30,000 patients by providing free medical and health
services.  Despite modest modern equipment, the
mission has performed:

Cleft lip and palate surgeries
General and gynecologic
surgeries
Minor surgeries
Dental treatment and dentures
Ophthalmology and optometry
Adult and pediatric medical out
patient care
Dispensing large volumes of
medicines & vitamins
Toys & Candies for the
Children

     Our missions rely solely on the financial,
medicines and medical equipment donations.
Financial donations go toward the purchase of
portable equipment, supplies and much needed
medication and vitamins.  100% of donations go
towards providing much needed free medical and
health services to the underserved and
underprivileged here in America and abroad.
     Your contribution is 100% tax deductible to the
extent allowed by law. HOW CAN YOU

HELP?  GIVE – VOLUNTEER - SOLICIT

By the Medical Mission of Mercy U.S.A.

The Birth of a Medical Mission
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LAW OFFICES OF VALERA & ASSOCIATES 
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“2006 TOFA AWARDEE 20 OUTSTANDING FILIPINO AMERICANS   

IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA”��  
 

                        AREAS OF PRACTICE 
    

I. I. I. I. IMMIGRATIONIMMIGRATIONIMMIGRATIONIMMIGRATION    

■ Removal Proceedings ■ 
■ Withholding / Voluntary Departure ■ 
■ Asylum Defense ■ Waivers ■ Cancellation of Removal ■ 
■ Adjustment of Status Application ■ NACARA ■ 
■ TPS ■ Board of Immigration Appeals ■ 
■ Federal Circuit Courts of Appeals ■ 
■ United States Supreme Court  ■ 
■ Non-Immigrant Visas Working Visa (H, L, Es, Os, and Ps) ■ 
■ Government Visa-As, Gs, and International /Organization ■ 
■ Information Media – L ■ Crewmen – D ■ 
■ Exchange Visitor – J ■ 
■ Fiances’s – K and K-2 Dependents K-3 ■ 
■ F-1 SEVIS Student Visa ■ B1 – B2 Visas ■ 
■ Permanent Resident Status (Green Card) ■ 
■ Family and Employment Based Immigrant Applications ■ 
■ PERM, New Labor Certification Process ■ 
■ Citizenship & Naturalization Application ■ 
■ Dual Citizenship Law ■ 
 

II. II. II. II.     INTERNATIOINTERNATIOINTERNATIOINTERNATIONAL TRADE & CONTRACTNAL TRADE & CONTRACTNAL TRADE & CONTRACTNAL TRADE & CONTRACTSSSS                    

III. III. III. III. HUMAN RIGHTS LAWHUMAN RIGHTS LAWHUMAN RIGHTS LAWHUMAN RIGHTS LAW    

IV. IV. IV. IV. CONFLICTCONFLICTCONFLICTCONFLICT    RESOLUTIONRESOLUTIONRESOLUTIONRESOLUTIONSSSS                    

V.  V.  V.  V.  DISCRIMINATIODISCRIMINATIODISCRIMINATIODISCRIMINATIONNNN    

 

 

* Admitted in New York Bar and Philippine Bar 

* Admitted in the United States Supreme Court 

* Admitted in the 3rd, 4th, 7th, 9th and 11th Federal Circuit Court of Appeals 

* Member : American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA) DC Chapter        

* Member : New York State Bar Association and American Bar Association 

* Master in International Affairs; International Law and Human Rights at Columbia University, New York 

* Bachelor of Arts (Philosophy) University of Santo Tomas (U.S.T.) Philippines 

* Bachelor of Laws (Ateneo de Manila) Philippines 

* International Institute of Human Rights of Strasbourg (France) 

 

* EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: MIGRANT HERITAGE COMMISSION, INC. 
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~ A PRAYER MESSAGE OF PEACE ~ 

By: Arnedo S. Valera, Esquire 

 
"We call for peace and solidarity in these trying times. We are not to 

lose faith in our capacity to build a kind and compassionate world, in 

serving humanity the best way we can. Somewhere, in the farthest 

place, the less fortunate suffer and dies from hunger if not caught in 

the senseless internecine war of the wicked and the powerful. 

 

These are trying times but nothing is gained by meeting violence with 

violence. We do not want to send our young men and women to wage 

war on just anyone who cries out for freedom and justice, for a share 

of the bounty and in the process create untold physical and emotional 

sufferings to thousands of children and their families. 

 

It is justice too, if we cried out for losses that we suffered and justice 

is not achieved in a fit. It comes when we are wise and humane. Even 

if we have the power to do so, we do not deprive anyone of his or her 

right to fight for and dream a good life. 

 

The world is a web of interdependent humanity that our assurance of 

full security and happiness is not decided by us alone but in the end, 

rests with relationship that we build and which are founded precisely 

on justice, freedom and human trust. 

 

These are trying times. We pray that we pass on with all that 

we can give with our heart and might to all 

the humanity who needs us." 

May GOD of History bless us all. 
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Majority of Filipinos Oppose

Divorce

A survey conducted by local poll firm

Social Weather Stations (SWS) in the

fourth quarter of 2002 showed that

50 percent of its 1,200 respondents

nationwide were opposed to divorce

while only 36 percent agreed that

divorce “is usually the best solution

when a couple can’t seem to work

out their marriage problems.”

The same survey showed that 50

percent of the respondents

disapproved of cohabitation before

marriage while only 35 percent

agreed with the statement “It’s a

good idea for a couple who intend to

get married to live together first.”

At the same time, 61 percent of the

respondents agreed while only 19

percent disagreed with the statement

“Married people are generally

happier than unmarried people.”

Around 93 percent of the

respondents agreed with the

statement “Watching children grow

up is life’s greatest joy.”

91 Percent Proud to Be Filipinos

In a survey conducted by Social

Weather Stations (SWS) in

November 2001, 57 percent of the

population. As of 2000, the

Philippines reportedly had 72.225

million Christians, comprising 93

percent of its total population then.

Countries with larger Christian

populations than the Philippines

were the United States, Brazil,

Mexico, and China. Most Filipinos

remain Catholics. The Protestants

comprise only 8 percent of the

population although they were

growing at a faster rate than any

other religion in the country.

32,000 Evangelical Churches

The Philippine Council for

Evangelical Churches said that it had

around 32,000 member-churches in

the 1990s, which were expected to

have risen to 50,000 by the end of

2000. About 27,000 of these

evangelical churches have been

established only in the past 25 years.

About 1,400 American Christian

missionaries were in the Philippines

to help propagate the Gospel.

97 Percent of Filipinos Believe

in God

A survey, mentioned by the

Economist magazine, showed that 97

percent of Filipinos believe in God

while 65 percent feel extremely close

to Him. “This is more than double

the percentage of the two runners-

up in the survey - America and

Israel,” the Economist said. (Source:

The Economist)

562,808 Marriages

According to the NSO, 562,808

Filipino couples were married in 1997

alone. In the same year, 339,400

people died while 1,653,236 babies

were born in the country.

412 Annulment Suits Every Week

As of 2002, the Office of the Solicitor

General (OSG) said it was receiving

412 marriage annulment suits every

week.

PINOY TRIVIA
1,200 respondents said they were

very proud to be Filipinos while 34

percent claimed they were proud of

their national identity. Only 9 percent

said they were not proud and 1

percent claimed they were not proud

at all of becoming Filipinos. The

respondents also cited the following

qualities of the Filipinos: God-

centered, industrious, faithful, has

convictions, responsible, peaceful

and law-abiding, and loving and

caring.

World’s 5th Largest Christian

Population

According to the book Top 10 of

Everything, the Philippines had the

world’s 5th largest Christian

FILIPINO DOCTORS IN THE FAIRFAX NEIGHBORHOOD

CLINIC FOR CHILDREN AND
YOUNG ADULTS

To Fairfax -- ROUTE 50 /             Arlington Blvd  -- To Washington D.C.

8301 Arlington Blvd. # 401

To Merrifield

Inova Fairfax Hospital

DR.CORA UY-LEE

DR. JOSEPHINE WEEKS

BYUNG IN LEE MDBYUNG IN LEE MDBYUNG IN LEE MDBYUNG IN LEE MDBYUNG IN LEE MD,,,,, PC PC PC PC PC

8301 Arlington Blvd., # 401
Fairfax, VA 22031

Tel.: (703) 645-0606
Fax : (703) 207-9273x
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      “Sabi ko, sige pagtiyagaan ko na kasi nakuha na
ang order,” she continued. “Pagbalik ng waitress,
mabilis, hinagis lang ‘yong dinner plate sa husband
ko, pa-ganyan.”
     “Sabi ko, aba! Nasaan ‘yong akin? Wala. Hindi ko
na mahagilap kasi umalis na bigla. I could not ask her
kung saan na ‘yong dinner ko. Bakit ‘yong husband
ko lang ang binigyan niya ng dinner?”
      “Ang sama sama ng pakiramdam ko at that moment.
I could feel she was really prejudiced against me. Baka
akala niya no-read, no-write ako” Dizon said, fighting
back the tears welling in her eyes. “Isip ko iba yata
ang takbo ng gabing ito.”
      Dizon is a graduate of the exclusive nun-run, girl’s
school St. Theresa’s College in Manila , she had worked
with the Asian Development Bank and was able to
work in the US when she was hired at the World Bank
headquarters in Washington DC . 

Carry-out box
     Korionoff, seeing that she still didn’t get her dinner,
pushed his salad side dish for her to munch on until
she got the dinner that they still thought was
forthcoming. “Iniisip ko ano kaya ang ibig sabihin ng
babaeng ito? Ayaw ako pakainin. Pagbalik niya,
nakatapos na ‘yong husband ko sa pagkain. Sabi ko
‘what happened to my dinner?’ Sabi niya ‘I’m sorry’
pero hindi makatingin sa akin.”
     “Bumalik siya sa towards the kitchen, akala ko
kukuha siya ng para sa akin. Parang bagyo noong
bumalik siya, may hinagis, carry-out box pala. Sabi
namin ng husband ko, bakit siya nagbigay ng carry-
out, wala naman kami i-carry out?”
      She said they put whatever was on the table in the
box – remnants of the side salad that Dizon had nibbled
on in lieu of her steak and crabcake.
      “Mamayang kaunti dumating ‘yong manager tapos
sabi niya ‘this is the last time you’re going to  do that!’
Iniisip ko, ano nangyari? Sabi ko, ano ang ginawa
namin? Sabi niya ‘what did you put in that box? What
time did you go to the salad bar?’ ‘Yon talagang hiniya
niya kami. Parang nagnakaw kami ng salad.”
     “Sabi ko this is left-over salad. Nag-blank na mind
ko, nanginig na ako. They treated us na parang criminal
kami. Minutes later natauhan ako, sabi ko, oppression
na ito ah. Sinabi ko sa kanya: ‘Excuse me sir, you should
be the one to apologize to me because in the first place,
your waitress never served me my dinner’. Ayun,
tumigil na siya sa kaka-harass,” Dizon said.

Diverse clientele
     Days later, she called the Ruby Tuesday offices
and asked for the names of the manager and waitress. 
      The restaurant’s manager, Thomas Baldwin, told
Balitang America that the evening that Dizon said the
incident happened was his day off. 
      “We don’t serve our customers on the basis of how
they look like,” Baldwin stressed over the telephone,
adding they had a widely diverse clientele, which made
it unlikely they would be engaged in racial
discrimination. Baldwin said it was the first time they
heard about the complaint.

Basis for complaint
      Lawyer Arnedo Valera, executive director of Migrant
Heritage Commission, said the Fairfax Human Rights
Commission has decided to accept Dizon’s complaint
of racial discrimination. 
     “Based on her affidavit complaint, they saw that
there was basis to file that complaint. So ang gagawin
nila ngayon bibigyan nila ng pagkakataon ang Ruby
Tuesday na mag-respond para ma-join ang issues,”
he said.
         He explained Dizon’s complaint stemmed from the
“discriminatory and disparate treatment in a public
place, kung saan dahil sa kanyang color, national
origin or race hindi siya pinansin at pinagsilbihan.”

Zero tolerance
     Dizon said she filed the complaint to deliver a
message to Filipinos and companies in the area alike.
Dizon has been living in the US for over two decades,
Korionoff has lived here longer, serving with the US
Navy for four years as a radio technician. They live in
a Washington DC condominium. Both are US citizens. 
      “Discrimination is illegal, unlawful. I hope to teach
a moral lesson to all Filipinos that if ever they
experience discrimination or oppression in their work
place or wherever they have to stand up for their
rights,” Dizon declared.
      “Walang puwede mang-api sa atin. There should
be zero tolerance (for discrimination) in these
companies, in this case Ruby Tuesday. They have to
discipline or educate their people that everybody
should be treated equally, with respect and dignity.”
# (Rodney Jaleco/ABS-CBN)

Fil-Am Files Racial Disc... From Page 1 Reviving the US Economy From Page 1

EDITORIAL, From Page 2

               She left after working in the Sagir household
for only seven months.

A similar complaint was filed by Marichu
Baoanan against former Philippine Ambassador to the
United Nations Lauro Baja.

Baoanan accused Baja, his wife and daughter
with 14 counts of exploitation and abuse in New York.
Baja denies the charges, describing Baoanan’s charges
as political harassment stemming from his friendship
with former Speaker Jose de Venecia.

A US congressional study revealed that at
least 42 persons who arrived on in the US on diplomats’
domestic workers visas reported some form of abuse
at hands of their employers.

“The total number of alleged incidents since
2000 is likely higher for four reasons – household
workers’ fear of contacting law enforcement,
nongovernmental organizations’ protection of victim
confidentiality, limited information on some cases
handled by the US government, and federal agencies’
challenges identifying cases,” the report said. The US
has vowed to tighten the issuance of A-3 visas
(employees of diplomatic officials and staff members)
and G-5 visas (employees of officials of international
organizations like the United Nations or World Bank)
to help stop abuses against domestic helpers.

Lawyer Arnedo Valera, MHC executive
director, affirmed the report’s findings. “Hindi lang ito
isyu ng utang ng loob kasi minsan itong utang ng
loob na Filipino value nagiging negative. It stifles your
right to demand for your rights. Ang mahalaga sa atin,
kung magtatrabaho ka sa labas ng Pilipinas dapat
respetuhin ang dignity of labor, dapat respetuhin nila
ang pagkatao mo bilang Filipino,” Valera stressed.

Valera said they are negotiating with lawyers
of the Israeli diplomat, but added they won’t hesitate
to file charges if Malou fails to get unpaid wages due

her. #  (Rodney Jaleco/ABS-CBN)

Filipina Domestic...From Page 1

million dollars a day on the war in Iraq and it is

estimated that as the war continues, the government
could easily spend $3 Trillion dollars, four (4) times

the amount of the bailout,  then a reasonable financial

bailout should also include immediate tax cuts for all

hard working Americans, a provision for cash and

emergency food, housing and similar assistance to

the more than 35.5 million Americans including the 12

million children who “live in households that couldn’t

afford enough food. As Joel Berg, Executive Director

of the New York City Coalition Against hunger said:

“A large scale bailout is needed to prevent social

service providers nationwide from buckling under the

increasing load; we are told that the money these

agencies need just doesn’t exist.”

     Yes, we need the “financial bailout”, now.  But the

bailout plan should not be a mere palliative that caters

to one street. We need a sound, reasonable,

accountable and well planned comprehensive “bailout

package” that contains more and stricter regulations

to prevent recurring  abuse of Wall Street and one

that sets principled priorities and benefits everybody

from Wall Street to the Main Street, the Martin Luther

King Street, Cesar Chavez Street and all the inner

streets, and eventually the global economy.

     No country, other than the United States will

continue to assume and take the lead responsibility to

restore normalcy.  The United States is the beacon of

the world not by accident but as a matter of choice.

Until it is ready to relinquish this leadership, and

another country is willing to assume this role, it will be

solely its decision to make this work. #

     An AP economic report noted that Federal

Reserve chairman Ben Bemanke is pressured to

lower key interest rate in order to revive the
economy.  This move would encourage nervous
consumers and businesses to spend more freely again.
Since they have withheld from spending due to high
interests, housing, credit, and financial problems have
intensified in September, creating chaos at Wall Street.

Economic analysts are optimistic that
lowering key interest rate would be decided upon this
month by the Federal government.

Businessmen meanwhile said that although
the financial bailout does not offer long term solution
to the financial crisis, they deem it necessary to arrest
further meltdown.  “If government allowed the big
companies to crash, it would have a stronger negative
impact on the economy,” says Chad Rice, a Virginia
Beach real estate businessman.  He pointed out that in
the 1920s, when government took so long to bail out
ailing companies, it had a more serious effects on taking
on the high road to economic recovery.

Sandra Westlund Deenihan, a key official of
the small businesses in the US, said that they
welcomed the government's rescue plan because "small
businesses needed steady credit in order to sustain
their businesses locally and internationally."

David Freid, a high tech communications
businessman, said that the companies that are being
rescued by government from bankruptcy should follow
stringent government rules and pay their dues in order
for government to recoup the huge financial
expenditure.

Specifically, to pay for the bailout, which is
estimated to cost up to $1 trillion, Senator Bernie
Sanders, noted in his blog at the Huffington Post that
the government should:

a)  Impose a five-year, 10 percent surtax on income
over $1 million a year for couples and over $500,000
for single taxpayers. That would raise more than $300
billion in revenue;

b) Ensure that assets purchased from banks are
realistically discounted so companies are not rewarded

for their risky behavior and taxpayers can recover the
amount they paid for them; and

c) Require that taxpayers receive equity stakes in the
bailed-out companies so that the assumption of risk is
rewarded when companies’ stock goes up.

Senator Bernie Sanders said that the people
who can best afford to pay and the people who have
benefited most from Bush’s economic policies are the
people who should provide the funds for the bailout.
It would be immoral to ask the middle class, the people
whose standard of living has declined under Bush, to
pay for this bailout while the rich, once again, avoid
their responsibilities.

He added that there must be a major economic
recovery package which puts Americans to work at
decent wages, health care, education, and retirement
program.  “We can create millions of jobs rebuilding
our crumbling infrastructure and moving our country
from fossil fuels to energy efficiency and sustainable
energy.”

Sanders said that legislation must be passed
which undoes the damage caused by excessive de-
regulation. That means reinstalling the regulatory
firewalls that were ripped down in 1999. “That means
re-regulating the energy markets so that we never again
see the rampant speculation in oil that helped drive up
prices.”

Sanders likewise said that government must
end the danger posed by companies that are “too big
too fail,” by breaking them up.  “If a company is too
big to fail, it is too big to exist. We need to determine
which companies fall in this category and then break
them up.”

He cited the Bank of America, the nation’s
largest depository institution, which has absorbed
Countrywide, the nation’s largest mortgage lender, and
Merrill Lynch, the nation’s largest brokerage house.
“We should not be trying to solve the current financial
crisis by creating even larger, more powerful
institutions. Their failure could cause even more harm

to the entire economy.”  #




